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$e advancement of UAV technology makes the use of UAVs more and more widespread, and the swarm is the main mode of
UAV applications owing to its robustness and adaptability. Meanwhile, task allocation plays an essential role in a swarm to obtain
overall high performance and unleash the potential of each UAVs owing to the complexity of the large-scale swarm. In this paper,
we pay attention to the real-time allocation problem of dynamic tasks. We design models for the task assigning problem to
construct the constraints model and assigning objectives. In addition, we introduce a novel agent-based allocating mechanism
based on the auction process, including the design for three kinds of agents and the cooperation mechanism among different
agents. Moreover, we proposed a new algorithm to calculate the bidding values of UAVs, by which the messages passed between
UAVs can be reduced. On the basis of the assigning mechanism, we put up with a novel agent-based real-time task allocation
algorithm named NECTAR for dynamic tasks in the UAV swarm. Furthermore, we conduct extensive experiments to evaluate the
performance of our NECTAR, and the results indicate that NECTAR is able to solve the real-time task allocation for dynamic tasks
and achieve high performance of the UAV swarm.

1. Introduction

With the rapid development of artificial intelligence, high-
end manufacturing, and robotics, the performance of Un-
manned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) is getting better and better.
At present, UAVs have replaced humans in various complex
situations, e.g., public security investigation, environmental
protection detection, terrain exploration, and transmission
line maintenance [1–3]. In addition, owing to UAVs’ good
stealth performance, strong autonomy, and reusability,
UAVs are also widely used in battlefield environments by
various countries. $e main application mode of UAVs is
the swarm, in which the UAVs would collaborate with each
other to achieve operational performance.

It should be noted that the tasks undertaken by UAVs
usually have strict time constraints in which the tasks’
success depends not only on the execution but also on the
time instants at which the execution finished. $erefore, the
tasks should be assigned to suitable UAVs of the swarm as
soon as possible to enhance their success probability.

Consequently, there come two critical issues, one is how to
find a suitable UAV in the swarm to avoid resource wasting,
and the other is how to shorten the response time to promote
the efficiency of the swarm.

Due to the characteristics of tasks, the allocation method
plays an essential role in obtaining high performance for the
swarm. Only by realizing reasonable task allocation can the
cost of completing tasks be as small as possible, and coor-
dination between different UAVs can be formed to achieve
higher performance of the swarm. Besides, task allocation
must try to save communication bandwidth as the com-
munication capabilities of UAVs are usually limited [4]. To
date, lots of allocation algorithms for UAVs have been
studied. However, these algorithms do not sufficiently
consider the characteristics of the UAV swarm, such as
requirements of real-time response for dynamic tasks, low-
bandwidth communication environment, and continuous
task response.

In order to select proper UAVs from the UAV swarm to
undertake tasks and make the response time short, we
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comprehensively consider the characteristics of the UAV
swarm, designing a novel agent-based assigning mechanism
and, then, developing the auction-based task allocation al-
gorithm for dynamic tasks.

$e main contributions of our work can be summarized
as follows:

(i) We designed models for the task-assigning problem
in the UAV swarm and constructed the assigning
constraints and objectives.

(ii) We propose an agent-based allocation mechanism
based on the auction process. In addition, a novel
calculation method of the bidding value was de-
veloped to reduce communication.

(iii) We investigate three selection strategies, the M
strategy, P strategy, and D strategy, to determine the
winner bidder.

(iv) We put up with a novel intelligent task allocation
method, named NECTAR, for dynamic tasks in the
UAV swarm.

$e rest of the paper is organized as follows. We
summarized the related works in Section 2. $e problem
description and model are given in Section 3. Section 4 is the
designing of the agent-based mechanism. Also, we would
give a detailed illustration of the NECTAR algorithm in
Section 5. $e experimental evaluation and analysis would
be presented in Section 6. In Section 7, we concluded the
paper with a summary and future work.

2. Related Work

Generally speaking, the models for task allocation problem
for UAVs are mainly modeled into the following three
categories: the mixed-integer linear programming model
[5], dynamic network flow optimization model [6], and
multiagent system [7]. $ese models have their own ad-
vantages and adaptation scenarios, but in general, the agent-
based model has wider adaptability and better performance.
Consequently, we choose the multiagent system to be the
basic model. As for the solutions to the problem, many
scholars have made attempts. We conclude them into two
categories: the centralized task allocation method and dis-
tributed task allocation method.

Centralized solution schemes mainly include heuristic
methods, such as genetic algorithm, particle swarm algo-
rithm, simulated annealing algorithm, ant colony algorithm,
and so on. Zhu et al. [8] focus on the problem of hetero-
geneous target assigning and UAVs’ task sequence opti-
mization, and they use a genetic algorithm to minimize the
task execution time and UAVs’ total consumption. As
discussed in [9], the authors designed an improved particle
swarm optimization method based on standard particle
swarm optimization and evolutionary game theory, and they
adopted a novel self-adaptive strategy in the task allocation
process; the results show their advantages over other peers.
Another heuristic method to solve the task allocation
problem is the ant colony algorithm [10]; the authors
considered the features such as being highly nonlinear,

dynamic, highly adversarial, and multimodal, and they
proposed a dynamic ant colony’s labor division model based
on the classic fixed response threshold model to finish task
assignment.$e simulation results identified its effectiveness
in self-organization, flexibility, and real-time response to
dynamic environments. Chun et al. [11] focused on a sce-
nario where multiple air vehicles are required to prosecute
geographically dispersed targets, aiming at solving the
multirobot task allocation problems, and they developed an
optimal task assignment algorithm based on a mixed-integer
linear programming model. Also, the existence of the so-
lution can be guaranteed. Other typical centralized algo-
rithms such as wolf pack algorithm [12] and search
algorithm [13] also show effectiveness in assigning tasks for
multirobot systems. Owing to the fact that centralized
methods have global information, they can obtain an ideal
solution when dealing with task allocation problems in
small-scale swarms. However, when the scale is large
enough, it is also easy to be inefficient and difficult to obtain
solution results quickly, and the reason is that the task
assignment problem is an NP-hard problem. At the same
time, since the centralized method is based on the status
information of UAVs, communication bandwidth is re-
quired to meet the requirements of obtaining the real-time
status of the UAV. However, the bandwidth of UAV swarms
is one of the biggest limitations in current swarm applica-
tions. In addition, the centralized method also relies heavily
on the central node, which makes this method not robust
and adaptable.

When the scale of swarms becomes larger and the re-
quirements for flexibility become higher and higher, the
advantages of distributed methods are becoming more
prominent. $us, decentralized algorithms are receiving
increasing attention. For example, Mehdi and Jonathan [14]
improved the basic implicit coordination approach to finish
the task allocation process, but the method is based on data
synchronization among UAVs. However, synchronization is
a difficult problem for swarms with limited communication
bandwidth. Later, this work was extended by Whitten et al.,
and they considered coupled constraints to address complex
mission characteristics in the allocation process. Besides,
they designed the notion of pessimistic or optimistic bidding
strategies and the relative timing constraints between tasks,
and the results showed that it provided measurable per-
formance improvement to the baseline CBBA [15]. As
discussed in [16], the authors take limited bandwidth into
consideration, they extended CBBA by duplicating coop-
erative tasks to modify the task list and added a judgment
mechanism, and the simulation presented that their algo-
rithm can achieve a better conflict-free allocation with fewer
communications. In addition, Yang et al. [17] applied re-
inforcement learning in the task allocation for UAVs, they
designed a networking scheme based on the expansion
strategy, based on which the UAVs can improve the
assigning through autonomous learning, and they con-
ducted experiments on the UAV swarm to obtain optimized
assigning in specific cases. Besides, many other algorithms
such as sequential auctions [18], the human-agent collab-
oration method [19], and the bid-based grouping method
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[20] are used. $ough these distributed algorithms have
solved the task allocation problem in UAVs, the commu-
nication limitation, real-time response, and continuous al-
location are not sufficiently considered, making these
methods not able to adapt to the actual environment.

In this research, we put up with a novel agent-based task
allocation algorithm based on an improved auction mech-
anism to achieve real-time task allocation for dynamic tasks
in the UAV swarm. $e proposed agent-based assigning
mechanism can quickly respond to the dynamic tasks with
little communication, and it is able to continuously assign
because the agents collaborate with each other based on their
local status.

3. Problem Depictions

To study the dynamic task assignment problem, we mainly
consider three kinds of UAV tasks, which are reconnaissance
[21], striking [22], and damage assessment [23]. For dynamic
tasks, they would arrive aperiodically, and the arrival time of
them is unknown in advance. Besides, the tasks should be
assigned as soon as possible owing to its deadline and the
efficiency of the UAV swarm. $erefore, tasks should be
assigned one by one rather than in a batchmode. Another fact
that should not be ignored is that all UAVs would take off at
the base station before its execution of tasks, and it should
return to the base station before reaching its endurance time.

3.1. Models and Notations. In this paper, we mainly focus on
the distributed task allocation method for the UAV swarm.
Also, the tasks considered are uncoupled, and the reason is
that coupled tasks can be decomposed by commanders into
uncoupled tasks with other constraints such as time sequence
and interaction order. Other features the tasks have include
being nonpreemptive, deadline-sensitive, and aperiodic. We
use a set T� {t1, t2, . . .} to represent the dynamic tasks. It
should be noted that the count of tasks is not known because
the tasks are appearing continuously as the confrontation
progresses. For each task ti ∈T, it can be modeled as ti� {tyi,
tai, tdi, tpi, tsi}, of which tyi, tai, tdi, tpi, tsi denote ti’ type, arrival
time, deadline time, position, and task supplementary in-
formation, respectively. Note that task type tyi can be re-
connaissance task, striking task, or damage assessment task.

We consider a setU� {u1, u2, . . . , um} of UAVs that have
different capabilities. A UAV uj of the swarm can be
modeled by a collection of parameters, i.e., uj � {uvj, utj, udj,
ltfj, ltpj, rsrj, tftj}, where uvj, utj, udj, ltfj, ltpj, rsrj, and tftj are
the uj’ velocity, ability type, duration time, finish time of the
last execution task, position of the last execution task,
remained striking resource, and total flying time, respec-
tively. It is worth noting that each UAV has one or two kinds
of ability among ability collection {reconnaissance, striking,
damage assessment}. Besides, tftj is the time from its take-off
to its landing at the base station.

In Table 1, we summarize the main notations of this
study for future reference. It should be noted that ltfj and ltpj
represent the finish time and position of the last task in its
task list. If a new task tn has been assigned to uj before the

existing last task’s completion, then the value of ltpj would
change to tpn, and the value of ltfj changes to fnj. However, on
the condition that no tasks have been allocated to uj before
the existing last task’s completion, the position of uj would
be kept constant, which is because the UAV would keep
hovering to save energy. Besides, we use rsrj to denote the
remained striking resource, which is used for task assign-
ment. When the value of rsrj equals to 0, it means UAV uj
can no longer undertake any striking tasks any more.

Let ptij be the preparation time of UAV uj to execute task
ti, which refers to the flying time from uj’s last execution
position to ti’ position, and the last execution position of uj
would be changed to ti’ position if ti has been assigned to uj.
In addition, spij and seij are used to denote the preparation
start time and execution start time. Also, U(ti) refers to the
UAVwhich undertakes task ti.$e allocationmatrixX� {xij}
denotes the assigning relations between tasks and UAVs. In
addiyion, the value of element xij should be “1” or “0”, which
means task ti is allocated to UAV uj or not.

3.2.Constraints. As is assumed before, the tasks discussed in
this paper are not splittable, and a task can only be assigned
to one UAV. On the other hand, different tasks usually have
different position requirements; thus, each UAV can only
undertake one task at any time instant. $erefore, we can
conclude the constraint C1 as follows:

C1:


m

j�1
xij � 0 or 1, i ∈ [1, 2, · · ·],

xij · xkj � 0, if spij, fij ∩ spkj, fkj ≠∅.

⎧⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩
(1)

For the preparation start time spij, execution start time seij,
and finish time fij, they are determined by the ti’s arrival time
and finish time of uj’s last task. As is depicted in Figure 1, the
preparation start time spij can be calculated as follows:

spij � max tai + tbi, fkj , (2)

where tbi represents the time spent for the auction process.
Furthermore, the execution start time seij can be determined
by formula (3), and the finish time fij can be calculated by (4):

seij � spij + ptij, (3)

fij � seij + eij. (4)

Whether a task ti can be assigned to a certain UAV uj or
not is mainly determined by time constraint and ability
constraint, which can be concluded as C2:

C2:
fij ≤ tdi, if xij � 1,

Φ ti(  ∈ utj, if xij � 1,

⎧⎨

⎩ (5)

where Φ(ti) means the required ability of task ti. Time
constraint mainly refers to the fact that the finish time fij
must satisfy ti’ deadline. Ability constraint mainly indicates
that the UAV must have the ability to process task ti.
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Another constraint comes to the striking tasks, and they
need the remained striking resource to be not null at the time
of task assignment. Also, the constraint is modeled as

C3:
xij � 0, if ti � striking, rsrj � 0,

xij � 1 or 0, if ti � striking, rsrj ≠ 0,

⎧⎨

⎩ (6)

and note that such constraint is only considered in ti’s
assigning process because rsrj may be equal to 0 after the
task’s execution.

3.3. Assigning Objectives. For the UAV swarm, it should
complete as more dynamic tasks as possible to realize swarm
efficiency. Besides, each UAV should try to increase the
proportion of execution time in the total flying time as much
as possible to realize a single UAV’s efficiency. Conse-
quently, we take the task success ratio and execution time
ratio as two main assigning objectives.

Task success ratio:

max


|T|

i�1
m

j�1xij

|T|

⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩

⎫⎪⎬

⎪⎭
. (7)

Execution time ratio:

max


|T|

i�1
m

j�1xij · eij


m

j�1tftj

⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩

⎫⎪⎬

⎪⎭
. (8)

$e abovementioned equations indicate that our agent-
based assignment method aims at allocating more tasks to
UAVs for successful execution within complex constraints
and realizes higher UAV utilization.

4. Agent-Based Assigning Mechanism Design

On the designing of the agent-based assigning method for
the UAV swarm, we mainly try to employ an auction
mechanism [24] to complete task allocation. $e auction
mechanism allows agents to cooperate to finish the task
assignment process in a distributed way, which makes it
ideal for the problem of UAV task allocation. Note that,
although the bidding process is managed by the central
management agent, there is no central control [25]. More
importantly, we devise the calculation of bidding values to
local agents obeying global uniform rules, by which reducing
the communication load among agents.

4.1. Agent Design. To realize agent-based task assigning,
three kinds of agents are designed, i.e., the manager agent,
task agent, and UAV agent. Each of them works based on its
own rules, and they would cooperate with each other to
finish the auction process. We use a triple tuple <MA, TA,
UA> to represent the agents used in this paper.

(i) MA represents the manager agent. $e manager
agent is yield with the construction of the swarm
and would exist all the time. In addition, the
manager agent is responsible for the management of
all task agents and UAV agents.

(ii) TA � {tA
1 , tA

2 , . . .} is a task agent set, and tA
1 denotes

the ith task agent in TA. A task agent is mainly
responsible for the auction and execution of the
task. For each task agent, it would be constructed
with the arrival of its corresponding task and die out
with the finish. Note that tA

1 locates on a UAVwhich
is responsible for the task ti, and the system re-
sources occupied by tA

1 would be reclaimed by the
UAV after the finish of ti. As for which UAV tA

1 is
located, it depends on how the mission appears. If
the task is discovered by a UAV uj and approved by
the commander, tA

1 would locate on uj; if the task is
discovered by the commander and assigned to the
UAV uk, tA

1 would locate on uk.
(iii) UA � {uA

1 , uA
2 , . . ., uA

m} is a UAV agent set, and uA
j

represents the jth UAV agent in UA. A UAV agent is
responsible for the management of UAV resources
and bidding for tasks. For each UAV agent, it would
exist all the time with the related UAV. Besides, each

Table 1: Definition of main notations.

Notation Definition
ti $e ith task in task set T
tyi, tai, tdi, tpi, and tsi Task ti’ type, arrival time, deadline time, position, and task supplementary information
uj $e jth UAV in UAV set U

uvj, utj, udj, ltfj, ltpj, rsrj, and tftj
UAV uj’ velocity, ability type, duration time, finish time of the last execution task, position of the last

execution task, remained striking resource, and total flying time
ptij $e preparation time of UAV uj to execute task ti
spij and seij $e preparation start time and execution start time of task ti on UAV uj
eij and fij $e execution time and finish time of ti on uj
U(ti) $e UAV to which ti is assigned
xij xij is “1” if ti is assigned to uj; otherwise, xij is “0”

tai tdiuj

spij seij

eij

fij

ptij
ti

fkj

tk
t

Figure 1: $e task assigning parameters.
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UAV agent would update its status information and
report to the manager agent in the following con-
ditions: (1) after the construction of the UAV agent;
(2) after a striking task has been assigned to it; and
(3) encountering an abnormal situation.

4.2.Designof theAuctionMechanism. In the auction process,
there are mainly two kinds of roles, i.e., announcers and
bidders. $e work of announcers would be mainly under-
taken by task agents, and that of bidders would be mainly
finished by UAV agents. Consequently, we would focus on
the interactions among different agents to illustrate the
auction mechanism.

Considering the problem of task assigning in the UAV
swarm, the key point is to allocate each arriving task to a
proper UAV. In this work, we use an auction mechanism to
determine which UAV would be the proper one for a certain
task. As is the case in auction activities, the first step is to
analyze task requirements and select candidate UAVs, and
we conclude these works into the preparation stage. $e
following stages are the announcing, bidding, awarding, and
execution stage. Figure 2 depicts the basic activities and
interactions of the agents, and we would give a more detailed
illustration for the auction mechanism as follows.

4.2.1. Preparation Stage. In this stage, there are mainly three
types of work. $e first is that UAV agents report basic
capacity information to the manager agent when coming to
the conditions mentioned in the Agent Design part. $e
second is that the task agent sends basic information to the
manager agent when the task agent is generated. $e third is
that the manager agent finishes the matching process and
sends information of candidate UAVs to the task agents.

4.2.2. Announcing Stage. $e main work of this stage is
announcing to candidate UAVs the task agent would receive
the information of candidate UAVs and send basic task
information to these matched UAVs for the invitation. As
for UAV agents, they would receive the bidding invitation
and task information.

4.2.3. Bidding Stage. In this stage, each UAV agent would
calculate the bidding value based on its status parameters
(including position, earliest finish time, and duration time)
and task information. Also, the calculation should obey the
predefined common rules. After getting the bidding value,
UAV agents would send the values to the task agent for
bidding. It should be noted that the bidding process does not
conflict with the task execution, which means that a UAV
can bid to a new task when executing an assigned task. $e
reason is the announcing task is to be executed in the future
time and has no influence on the current execution process.

4.2.4. Awarding Stage. After the task agent has received
bidding values from bidders, it would select a proper UAV to
award the contract according to predefined selection

strategies. Also, the complete task information would be sent
by the task agent to the winner UAV agent.

4.2.5. Execution Stage. In this stage, the winner UAV would
execute the task and report the result to the task agent after
the execution.

In Figure 3, we give an example of assigning a task to a
proper UAV based on the auction mechanism. In this ex-
ample, task ti is to be assigned, and we assume that there are
three UAV agents: uA

1 , uA
2 , and uA

3 . Task agent tA
i firstly sends

its basic task information to the manager agent MA. $en,
MAwould select UAVs that satisfy ti’s requirements to be the
matched UAVs, and u1, u2, u3 are the selected ones in this
example. After the matching process, MA sends the UAVs’
information to tiA. $irdly, tA

i sends bidding invitation and
necessary task information to uA

1 , uA
2 , and uA

3 , and the UAVs
would calculate the bidding values about ti on their local
devices. Next, the three UAVs bid to ti by sending their own
bidding values to tA

i . After receiving the bidding values, tA
i

selects uA
2 as the winner UAV based on bidding values and

selection strategy. Finally, tA
i sends the complete task in-

formation to uA
2 and awarding to it. After the task assigning,

task execution and reporting would be performed by uA
2 .

4.3. Bidding Value. In the auction mechanism mentioned
before, the task agent selects a proper UAV based on the
bidding values. Consequently, the calculation of bidding
values is significant to the efficiency. In the bidding process,
whether a candidate UAV can satisfy the deadline is themost
important factor, and we describe this effect by a step
function.

φ tdi − fij  �
1, if tdi − fij > 0,

0, if tdi − fij ≤ 0.

⎧⎨

⎩ (9)

Another factor that should be taken into consideration is
the execution start time, and it should be as early as possible.
Besides, the preparation time would be better to be short. In
addition, it would be better to have a short execution time.
$erefore, we calculate the bidding values of UAV uj to task
ti by the following equation:

bij �
φ tdi − fij  · e

−1
ij

ptij · seij − tai 
. (10)

4.4. Selection Strategies. In the auction process, the task
agent would select a bidding UAV agent to award a contract
if there is, at least, one bidding value which is not 0. Note that
different selection strategies may have distinctive perfor-
mances. In this work, we present three selection strategies,
which are theM strategy, D strategy, and P strategy. Also, we
would give detailed illustrations later.

When task ti (i� 1, 2, 3, . . .) arrives, there would be a
UAV responsible for its auction work, and we use AN (short
for announcer) to denote the UAV. As for the UAVs bidding
to ti, we use BID� {bidj, j� 1, 2, . . .} to represent. What we
need to pay attention to is that when the bidding value is 0,
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the corresponding UAV will not be treated as a valid bidder,
and it will not be added into the set BID. Besides, BV� {bvj,
j� 1, 2, . . .} is the bidding value set, in which bvj represents
the bidding value of bidder bidj for AN. It should be noted
that when there is only one bidder in BID, it would be
awarded directly, so the selection strategy is only applicable
in the condition of more than one bidder.

4.4.1. M Strategy. Under this strategy, the AN selects the
bidder withmaximal bidding value. If bidk is selected, it must
meet the following constraint:

∀ bidj ∈ BID, bvk ≥ bvj. (11)

4.4.2. P Strategy. Under this strategy, the AN chooses a
bidder according to probability policy. $e winning prob-
ability wpj of bidder bidj would be determined by

wpj �
bvj


|BI D|

i�1 bvi

. (12)

To select the bidders based on probability, we let wp be a
random number, and wp ∈ (0, 1). Without loss of generality,
we let wp0 � 0. When the value of wp satisfies equation (13),
bidder bidk is chosen as a winner.



k−1

m�0
wpm < wp ≤ 

k

n�0
wpn. (13)

4.4.3. D Strategy. Considering that the distance between
the task and the UAV is a key factor that affects the
execution efficiency, the D strategy tries to select a bidder
with the condition that the bidding value is larger than 0
and has the shortest distance among all bidders. It is
worth noting that the bidders should send the value of
distance with the bidding value to the announcer. We let
dj be the distance between the AN and bidder bidj. If bidk
is selected, then the following constraint must be
satisfied:

∀ bidj ∈ BID, dk ≤ dj. (14)

Execution stage

Awarding stage

Generate task agent

Send basic task information

Receive matched results

Invite matched UAVs for task

Receive bidding values from bidders

Make awarding contract for UAV agent

Monitor task execution

Task agent set Manager agent

Receive task
information

Conduct primary
matching between

task and UAVS

Screening candidate
UAVs for the Task

Receive UAV
information

UAV agent set

UAV capacity information

Basic task
information

UAVs’ 
information

Execute and report task status

Receive task information

Receive awarding information

Calculate bidding values and bid

Receive bidding invitation

Report basic capacity information

Generate or update UAV agent

Bidding
values

Awarding
information

Bidding
invitation

UAVs Decoupled dynamic tasks

Bidding stage

Announcing stage

Preparation stage

Execution
result

…

Figure 2: $e basic activities and interactions of agents.

MA tiA2
1

3

3

3 4

4

4

5

1 Basic task information
2 Matched UAVs
3 Announcing

4 Bidding
5 Awarding

u1, u2, u3

u1
A

u2
A

u3
A

Figure 3: An example of task assigning.
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5. NECTAR Method

Based on the mechanism mentioned above, we propose a
novel agent-based dynamic task allocation algorithm,
NECTAR, for the UAV swarm. In this section, we would
give detailed illustrations for NECTAR by presenting the
algorithms of the manager agent, task agents, and UAV
agents.

In Algorithm 1, we present the pseudocode of the al-
gorithm for the manager agent. $e manager agent ini-
tializes its operation in line 1, after which the existing UAV
agents would be added into the agent set UA. In line 3, the
function Waiting( ) is running in an independent thread,
and the manager agent would jump out of the waiting state
only when there are requests from task agents or reports
from UAV agents. Line 4 means that there is a new request
from task agent tA

i . Also, the manager agent would let the
candidate UAV agent set to be null in line 5. $en, the
manager agent polls all the agents inUA (line 6). If the task is
not a striking task, all the UAV agents satisfying task ti’s
ability requirement would be added into set UA

candidate (line
7). However, if the task is a striking task, the selected agents
must satisfy additional resource constraints, i.e., the rsrj
should not be 0 (lines 9–10). Line 12 means that there is a
new report from UAV agent uA

m. If the agent is newly
constructed and not in UA, the manager agent would add it
to UA and update the related state. Otherwise, the status
information of uA

m would be updated directly (lines 12–15).
After the response for a request or a report, the manager
agent would return to functionWaiting( ) (line 16). Also, the
manager agent would jump out of the waiting state and start
processing at line 4 when the next request or report is
coming.

$e pseudocode of the algorithm for the task agent is
given in Algorithm 2. After the construction of the task
agent, it would initialize and analyze the task information
(line 1). Lines 2 and 3 show that the task agent would send
the task requirements to the manager agent and receive the
candidate UAV agents. It should be noted that the basic
requirements are mainly the task type and its additional
information, such as resolution and firepower type. $e task
agent would announce to the candidate UAV agents for the
task (lines 4-5). In lines 6 and 7, the task agent would initial
the valid bidding value set to be an empty set, after which the
bidding value of each bidder would be received. If a UAV
agent has the bidding value bigger than 0, the value would be
added to the valid bidding value set BidValue (lines 9–10). In
lines 11 and 12, the task agent would select a winner bidder
based on selection strategies. However, if the set BidValue is
null, that means there is no UAV agent that can satisfy task
demands, and the task should be rejected (lines 13-14).

Algorithm 3 depicts the pseudocode of the algorithm
for UAV agents. Line 1 means that the UAV agent is
constructed, and it would initialize. $en, the UAV agent
would acquire status parameters and report to the manager
agent for registration, and the reporting information
mainly includes abilities and remaining resources. In line 3,
the functionUagentWaiting()would run in an independent
thread, and the UAV agent would jump out of the waiting

state in the following three conditions: bidding invitation
from task agents, awarding message from task agents, and
the UAV encounters an abnormal situation. Note that
abnormal situations mainly refer to device errors which
lead to the loss of abilities. Lines 5-7 describe the first
situation that causes the UAV agent to jump out of the
waiting state. $e UAV agent would analyze the task in-
formation and calculate the bidding value, after which the
bidding value is to be sent to the corresponding task agent.
Besides, the awarding message would also lead the UAV
agent to jump out of the waiting state (lines 8–12). $e
UAV agent would add the task to the UAV task list and
update status parameters. If the task is a striking task, the
UAV agent should lock the striking resource and report to
the manager agent. Another situation that would lead to
jumping out of the waiting state is an abnormal situation. If
this situation occurs, the UAV agent would acquire the
device states and report to the manager agent MA (lines
13–15).

As illustrated above, NECTAR would allocate the task at
its arrival rather than allocate the tasks in batch mode, so the
NECTAR achieves real-time allocation for dynamic tasks. In
addition, the calculation of bidding values would locate on
the UAV agent rather than the manager agent, by which the
status messages passed between each other will be greatly
reduced, so it is able to be used in a limited bandwidth
environment.

6. Experimental Evaluation

As illustrated in Section 4, there are four kinds of selection
strategies. $us, four kinds of task assigning algorithms
can be generated by adopting different bidder selection
strategies, i.e., NECTAR-M, NECTAR-P, and NECTAR-
D. It should be noted that NECTAR-M employs the M
strategy when selecting the winner bidder, and NECTAR-
P and NECTAR-D adopt the P and D strategy, respectively.
In addition, we would compare them with a baseline al-
gorithm- RANDOM. For the sake of avoiding central
control to reduce communications, RANDOM uses an
agent-based mechanism (similar to NECTARs) to get
candidate UAVs and randomly chooses the winner UAV
to allocate the task.

To verify the effectiveness of our proposed algorithms
and ensure the repeatability of the experiments, we conduct
simulation experiments to evaluate the performance of
NECTAR. Also, the performance metrics by which we
evaluate algorithms’ efficiency mainly include the following.

6.1.TaskSuccessRatio (TSR). It can be defined as TSR�Total
count of successful tasks/Total count of arrived tasks, and the
mathematical expression can be found in (7).

6.2. Execution Time Ratio (ETR). $e definition of the ETR
can be described as ETR�Total execution time of all tasks/
Total flying time of all UAVs, and the mathematical ex-
pression can be found in (8).
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(1) Initialize and let UAV agent set UA⟵NULL;
(2) UA⟵ existing UAV agents;
(3) Waiting( );
(4) if 9ere is a new request from tA

i then
(5) Let UA

candidate⟵NULL;
(6) foreach uA

j in UA do
(7) if Φ(ti) ut

j and t
j
y ≠ striking then

(8) Add uA
j into UA

candidate;
(9) else if Φ(ti) ut

j and rsrj> 0 then
(10) Add uA

j into UA
candidate;

(11) Send UA
candidate to tA

i

(12) else if 9ere is a new report from uA
m then

(13) if uA
m is not in UA then

(14) Add uA
m into UA;

(15) Update related status of uA
m in UA;

(16) Return to Wainting( );

ALGORITHM 1: $e algorithm for the manager agent.

(1) Initialize and analyze task information;
(2) Send basic task requirements to MA;
(3) Receive candidate UAV agent set UA

candidate;
(4) foreach uA

j in UA
candidate do

(5) Send announcement information to;
(6) Let valid bidding value set BidValue⟵NULL;
(7) Receive bidding value from UAV agents;
(8) foreach uA

j in UA
candidate do

(9) if bidj> 0 then
(10) Add bidj into set BidValue;
(11) if BidValue is not null then
(12) Select a winner bidder Bidwin based on the selection strategies;
(13) else
(14) Reject task;

ALGORITHM 2: $e algorithm for the task agent.

(1) Initialize and analyze UAV status;
(2) Acquire parameters of status;
(3) Report status parameters to the manager agent MA;
(4) UagentWaiting();
(5) if 9ere is a bidding invitation from tA

i then
(6) Analyze the task information;
(7) Calculate bidding value and send value to tA

i ;
(8) if 9ere is an awarding message then
(9) Add task to UAV task list;
(10) Update status parameters;
(11) if Awarded task is a striking task then
(12) Report remained striking resource to MA;
(13) if 9e UAV encounters an abnormal situation then
(14) Acquire device ability parameters;
(15) Report status parameters to MA;
(16) Return to UagentWaiting();

ALGORITHM 3: $e algorithm for the UAV agent.
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6.3. Simulation Parameters. For the parameters mentioned
above, we give a detailed setting as follows:

(i) $e tasks arrive dynamically, following the Poisson
distribution with the average internal time 1/λ.

(ii) Parameter BaseDeadline is used to set the deadline of
task ti, and the formula is as follows:

tdi � tai + BaseDeadline, (15)

where parameter tai represents the arrival time of ti
and BaseDeadline follows a uniform distribution in
the interval [40, 40 + a× 10].

(iii) $e initial number of UAVs is set to be 150.
(iv) $e tasks are located in a rectangle area, the length

of which is 3000m and the width is 2000m. At the
time instant of 0, the UAVs are randomly dis-
tributed in the mission area.

(v) $e UAVs’ maximum velocity is set to be 60m/s
according to current technologies [26].

(vi) $e set of abilities possessed by each UAV is a true
subset of set {reconnaissance ability, striking ability,
damage assessment ability}. For the striking re-
sources, the initial number is 10, which means that
the maximum number of strike tasks the UAVs can
undertake is 10. Also, the UAVs of the striking type
would return to their base when the striking re-
sources have been used up.

(vii) $e execution time follows a uniform distribution
pattern, and the value of execution time is deter-
mined by their types. For reconnaissance tasks, the
value of e is between [15, 25], striking tasks e∼[25,
35], and assessment tasks e∼[35, 45].

Wemainly carry out four groups of experiments to study
the effectiveness of the proposed algorithms, NECTARs, and
analyze the impact of time, task arrival rate, task deadline,
and the number of UAVs on the performance. $e intervals
of these parameters are listed in Table 2.

6.4. Performance with Time Variation. First, we study the
performance of NECTAR algorithms when time varies. It is
noted that time mainly affects the number of striking UAVs
because strike resources are consumable, so the later the
time, the fewer the striking UAVs available. In this group of
experiments, λ equals 5, the value of a is 4, the number of
UAVs is 150, and the statistical time varies from 200 to 900.
$e result can be seen in Figure 4.

From Figure 4(a), we can see that all algorithms have
achieved a task success ratio of over 80% in the beginning,
which can verify the effectiveness of the agent-based auction
process. By comparing the TSR of the four algorithms, we
can find that NECTAR-M has the highest success rate, and
RANDOMachieves the lowest success rate. As for the reason
that RANDOM has the lowest TSR, we attribute this to the
random selection strategy. Due to the strategy, it will select a
winner UAV randomly from candidate UAVs who meet the

task’s deadline. However, the selected UAV may need long
transition time and wait a period of time before the start of
the task’s execution, which greatly affects the efficiency of the
UAV, resulting in resource wasting, so the TSR is low. From
the comparison of NECTAR-D and RANDOM, we would
see that the performance gap between them is about 6%, so
we can conclude that the distance is a main factor affecting
the task assigning efficiency. Consequently, it would be easy
to understand that NECTAR-D has slightly better perfor-
mance than NECTAR-P, and the reason is that NECTAR-P
only has a larger probability to select the UAVs with larger
bidding value, but NECTAR-D would choose the nearest
UAV to undertake the task, leading to the time spent for
transition being the shortest. As for the reason that NEC-
TAR-M has the highest TSR, it can be concluded to the
employment of maximum bidding values selection strategy,
which takes the distance, execution time, and UAV waiting
time into consideration, comprehensively. $erefore, it
would choose a UAV that is relatively suitable for the task
and obtains higher effectiveness. From the comparison
between NECTAR-M and NECTAR-D, we can find NEC-
TAR-M achieves higher performance than NECTAR-D for
about 4%, which indicates the waiting time and execution
time would be another factor that should not be ignored in
the assigning process.

Another phenomenon observed in Figure 4(a) is that the
performance of all algorithms would decrease with time
variations. $e reason is that the striking resource is limited,
and more striking tasks may be rejected due to the ex-
haustion of striking resources. Furthermore, the perfor-
mance gap between NECTAR-M and NECTAR-D has
become smaller and smaller over time. $e reason can be
attributed to the rejection of striking tasks, which makes the
advantage of NECTAR-M can only be reflected in recon-
naissance tasks and damage assessment tasks, leading to the
gaps becoming smaller.

We can observe from Figure 4(b) that NECTAR-M
achieves the highest ETR among the four algorithms, and the
reason is that the M strategy would select the most suitable
UAV to reduce the idle time and flying distance in a
comprehensive way, and thus, the execution time ratio
would be higher. $e performance of other algorithms on
the ETR is NECTAR-P, NECTAR-D, and RANDOM in
order, and the explanation of this fact is similar to that on the
TSR. An interesting observation is that the ETR of NEC-
TAR-M, NECTAR-P, and NECTAR-D would slightly de-
crease with time variation, and the descending speed would
increase after the time 500s. $at is because after 500s, the
resources of some striking UAVs are exhausted and the
UAVs would return to the base, the available striking UAVs
become less, so the UAVs undertaking striking tasks will

Table 2: Parameters for experiment studies.

Parameter Value (fixed)− (varied)
Experiment Time (500)− (200 900)
λ (3)− (1,2,3,4,5,6,7)
a (4)− (1,2,3,4,5,6,7)
UAV numbers (150)− (60, 90, 120, 150, 180, 210, 240)
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have to fly longer distances, resulting in a lower ETR.
However, the ETR of RANDOM is to first keep stable and,
then, fall slightly. $e reason for the smaller decline on the
ETR is that RANDOM does not save the transition time,
waiting time, and execution time in the beginning, so the
reduction in the number of available UAVs has less impact
on RANDOM.

We can conclude from Figure 4 that the proposed agent-
based auction mechanism is effective in assigning tasks to
the UAV swarm, and the main factors affecting the assigning
efficiency are the transition distance, waiting time, and
execution time. In addition, the performance verifies the
effectiveness of the designed NECTARs.

6.5. Performance Impact of the Task Arrival Rate. In this
group of experiments, we pay attention to the impact of the
arrival rate on the performance of NECTARs and RAN-
DOM.$e parameter λ varies from 2 to 8 with an increment
of 1. Note that the parameter λmainly affects the number of
arrival tasks in a certain unit of time. Also, the experiment
results are presented in Figure 5.

It can be seen from Figure 5(a) that when the value of λ is
2, all algorithms have achieved a 100% TSR. $e reason is
that the number of arriving tasks is small and all tasks can be
successfully executed as the UAV resources are sufficient.
When the value of λ is larger than 3, the task success ratio of
the four algorithms will decrease with the increment of λ.
$is can be explained by the fact that when the task arrival
rate becomes large enough, all UAVs have reached a heavy
burden, and they have no choice but to reject some tasks due
to the limited resources, and thus, the TSR would decrease.

An interesting phenomenon found in Figure 5(a) is that,
with the increment of λ, the performance gap between

NECTARs and RANDOM would first become larger and,
then, smaller. $e reason is that as the number of tasks
increases, NECTAR’s advantages become more and more
manifest, so the performance gap becomes larger. Also,
when the task load reaches a certain level, the advantage of
NECTARs over RANDOM would keep stable as the po-
tential of UAVs has been realized, but the total tasks would
keep increasing with λ; thus, the proportion of the advantage
in total tasks would decrease, so the performance gap be-
comes smaller.

From Figure 5(b), we can observe that the ETR would
increase with the increment of λ. At first, it would increase
rapidly, which is because the UAVs are in light load, and
more tasks would help UAVs improve the utilization.
However, when the UAVs are in heavy load, the im-
provement of utilization would slow down or nearly to be 0,
so the ETR would grow slowly or keep stable.

It can be concluded from Figure 5 that the parameter λ
mainly affects the workload state for UAV swarms, and the
proposed NECTARs can adapt to the environment of dif-
ferent workloads.

6.6. Performance Impact of Task Deadline. We study the
impact of the task’s deadline on the performance of the
NECTARs in this group of experiments. $e parameter a
varies from 1 to 7 with an increment of 1. It should be noted
that the parameter a mainly affects the deadline, and when
the value of a becomes larger, the deadline of tasks would be
looser. Also, the results are depicted in Figure 6.

We can observe from Figure 6(a) that the TSR of
NECTARs and RANDOM would grow with the increasing
of parameter a’s value. $is is because when the task
deadline is looser, tasks can be more flexibly assigned to
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Figure 4: Performance with time variation.
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UAVs, which improves the utilization of UAVs. Another
fact that can be concluded is that the growth of the TSR is
fast at first and slows down later. $e reason is that the
success of tasks is mainly affected by the number of
available UAVs, looser deadline would help to promote the
utilization of a single UAV, but the promotion is limited.

Consequently, the growth of the TSRwould slow down and
the TSR would keep stable at last. Besides, we can observe
from Figure 6(a) that the growth of NECTAR-M is the
largest, and this verifies the efficiency of the proposed
mechanism. We conclude the reason to be that NECTAR-
M has taken distance and time into consideration in a
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Figure 5: Performance impact of the task arrival rate.
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Figure 6: Performance impact of task deadline.
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comprehensive way, so the improvement of UAV’s utili-
zation would be more significant.

From Figure 6(b), we can find that the ETR of NECTARs
and RANDOMwould grow with an increment of a. Another
fact is that the performance gap on the ETR between dif-
ferent algorithms would become larger with looser deadline.
Also, the explanations would be similar to those of the ETR.

It can be summarized from Figure 6 that when tasks have
looser deadline, the performance of assigning algorithms
would get improved, but the improvement is limited. In
addition, our proposed NECTARs achieve better improving
on both the TSR and ETR.

6.7. Performance Impact of Task Deadline. In this group of
experiments, the impact of the UAV number would be
studied. Also, the UAV numbers mainly affect the available
UAV resources in the swarm. $e results are presented in
Figure 7.

As depicted in Figure 7(a), the TSR of NECTARs will
continue to grow with the increase of the UAV number until
it reaches 100%.$e reason is that there are more UAVs that
can respond to tasks, so more tasks can be successfully
executed. Besides, the performance gap on the TSR between
NECTARs and RANDOM would first become larger and,
then, smaller. $e explanation is that the tasks are arriving
dynamically and must be responded to at its arrival, when
the number of UAVs is too small, the range of options is
small, and the optimization effect is limited, so the ad-
vantages of NECTARs are not significant. While the number
of UAVs increases, the NECTARs would achieve obvious
performance advantages over RANDOM; thus, the perfor-
mance gap would become larger. However, when the
number of UAVs is larger enough, NECTARs have achieved

100% TSR and the increase of UAV number would only
promote the performance of RANDOM, so the performance
gap would become smaller. Besides, NECTAR-M has
achieved the highest TSR among all algorithms, and
NECTARs perform better than RANDOM, which illustrates
that our proposed mechanism and algorithms are robust.

From Figure 7(b), we can find that the ETR of NECTERs
would slightly rise and, then, decline. $is can be explained
that the tasks arriving first need to respond first, and the
number of candidate UAVs is too small, so the distance
between the winner UAV and the task may not be short, so
the time spent in transition may be too long, resulting in low
efficiency. With the UAV number grows, the NECTARs
would realize a higher ETR. As for the decline of the ETR, the
reason is that when the UAVs are enough to undertake the
arrived tasks, more UAVs would only bring resource idling,
and thus, the ETR would decline. As for the direct decline of
RANDOM’s ETR, we attribute this to the random selection
strategy. Because RANDOM has not taken the distance and
time into comprehensive consideration such as NECTARs,
the UAV resources are not sufficiently used. $us, the ETR
would decline.

We can conclude that the NECTARs would perform
better than the baseline algorithm regardless of the number
of UAVs. Consequently, the proposed mechanism and al-
gorithms have good adaptability.

7. Conclusions and Future Work

In this study, we investigated the problem of dynamic real-
time task assigning for the UAV swarm and proposed a
novel distributed task assigning algorithm, NECTAR, based
on agent intelligence and auctionmechanism.$e intelligent
agent technology is employed to realize self-management for
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Figure 7: Performance impact of the UAV number.
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UAVs. Also, the auction mechanism is used to complete the
task assigning process in a distributed way. Our contribu-
tions include designing the task assigning models, and
auction-based task assigning activities, as well as the col-
laboration processing stage and flows. In addition, we de-
vised the calculation of bidding values on local devices to
reduce communications. Besides, three selection strategies,
i.e., the M strategy, D strategy, and P strategy, were proposed
to determine the winner UAVs. Furthermore, we described
NECTAR in detail by giving the algorithms for different
agents. Finally, we conducted extensive simulation experi-
ments to verify the effectiveness and efficiency, of which the
results indicate that NECTAR is an effective task allocation
algorithm for assigning dynamic tasks in the UAV swarm,
and it is adaptable and robust when the parameters change.

Our NECTAR is the first of its kind found in the lit-
erature because NECTAR adopts intelligent agents and
auction mechanism to address the dynamic tasks assigning
problem in a distributed way for the UAV swarm, rather
than allocate tasks in batch mode. In our future work, we
would like to address the problems as follows. Firstly, we
want to enhance NECTAR by taking weak communication
conditions into consideration and study how they could
complete the assigning process through some effective rules.
Secondly, we plan to apply NECTAR into real UAV systems
to accomplish task allocation.
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